Recap: e-l-h-k-b-f-j

Practice the letters you learned in the last lesson by tracing and then filling the lines with letters e, l, h, k, b, f, and j.
This lesson covers lumpy letters, starting with the letter n. Follow the steps to write the letter n:

1. Curve up
2. Straight line down
3. Follow the line back up
4. A lump to the bottom

Practice writing the cursive letter n. Try to make each lump a smooth, continuous line.

Try writing these words: nine, neat, new, began, tinned
The letter m is very similar to the letter n. Trace the steps to write the letter m.

Curve up

Straight line down

Make one lump

Make a second lump

Practice writing the cursive letter m in a word. Try to make each lump the same size.

Try writing these words: men, minute, mammal, make
The letter v is also a lumpy letter. Trace the steps to make a letter v.

Like the letter w, the letter v ends on the half-way line. When writing a word, start the next letter from the half-way line. Trace the letter v combinations.

Try writing these words: live, village, wave,
The letter x is also a lumpy letter. Trace the steps to make a letter x.

Like the letters i and t, finish writing the whole word before going back to cross the letter x. Try to make you cross start and end on the half-way line.

**Try writing these words:** mix, axe, exit, flax,